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Sparktacic  is  a  revolutionary  special  effects  system.lt  uses  a  newly  designed

delivery  control  system  for  a  fountain  style  special  effects  and  uses  DMX

Communication and is compatible with other control equipment. Functions:

The controlling signal of international standard:DMX512

Our fixture uses three channels,Adjustable effect height .

Continuous  feedback  protection  for  overheating,redundant  safeties  for  heat

proteciton.

This instruction contains important information. Please read the instruction before

using the machine.

Every  time  you  have  finished  adding  consumables,  please  cover  the  lid

immediately.-It is extremely hazardous to use without the lid.  If should you ignite the

consumables accidently, please use sand to extinguish them. Do Not Use Water. If the

consumables in the bin are not used up, please pour them back into the bag and seal

tightly. .

Time Warning !!!

The  continuous  sparking  time  of  the  machine  can  not  exceed  30  seconds:

Otherwise it will affect the service life of the machine. If you want to continue using, you

must to pause for a few seconds before using again.

Eye Protection Warning!!!

Always use eye protection during usage of the machine.

Electrical Waminglll

Please be aware when applying the power supply. Under no circumstances should

you  try to  open  the  machine  or try to  remove  and  adjust any  parts  installed  in  the

machine. The machine must be repaired and opened by qualified technicians ONLY.

Please use it carefully and do not allow the machine to get wet. Keep the machine

and controller dry.  Do not use them on rainy or snowy days.  Please prevent anything

from entering the spark outlet.  If it happens, turn off machine immediately and do not

continue to operate the machine until obstacles are removed.

When installing, Never drop the machine as damage may occur. Please check the

nozzle before using, and confirm whether there is any particle accumulation. If there is,

please invert the machine and shake to remove the particles.

Store the consumables in a dry place without direct sunlight, or any source of fire.


















